
HOW TO WRITE SALARY INCREMENT LETTER

How to write a salary increase request letter, who and when to ask for a raise, what to include, and sample letters and
email messages asking for a raise.

Further, employees do not understand how much base salary, benefits, and variable compensation such as
bonuses, cost the employer or how they support the company's pay philosophy. Below are some highlights of
how I have helped the department and the company in the past year: 1. The detailed remuneration structure is
enclosed as annexure 1. We still have to cover long way and add many more milestones and I am sure, we will
all achieve it with your continued support, dedication, teamwork, innovation and passion to work for this
organisation. The above study found that compensation professionals believe that 40 percent or fewer of
employees understand basic company information related to reward strategies and philosophy. Sometimes
your manager has full discretion over their compensation budget. I would never hesitate to stand for the
company and make sacrifices when needed. I recommend asking for a raise in person before you send this
salary increase letter. In the event of rejection, my feelings and work will not downgrade at any rate. If it is
being emailed, you can remove the date and the address for yourself and the employer, and begin the letter
with the greeting. All you need to do is give your manager a heads-up so they have time to prepare for the
discussion and maybe even do some research to see what might be possible. This past year has been an
especially challenging one for our business, but my accomplishments have continued to build on my earlier
achievements, and I have high expectations for this success to continue for the foreseeable future. Scheduling
your salary increase discussion via internal chat like Slack or Google Chat You may not even need to send an
email to your manager to schedule a time. Include a few of your best recent accomplishments to highlight the
value of your work. Our experts come from a variety of backgrounds but have one thing in common: they are
authorities on the job market. Thank you. Here is a detailed explanation of each section you should include in
your email to make sure your salary increase letter has all the components you need before you ask for your
raise. Wish you good luck and best of wishes and a long journey with use your company Name. A letter is also
a record documenting the request should it be denied now but reconsidered in the future. This conversation
will be fluid, but it will help to start it off on the right path. These thoughts by the way remain unchanged
regardless of the outcome. You may already have everything you need to get a raise. Ask for a time to discuss
your pay raise to get the ball rolling:. I wouldn't even dare to make such a request hadn't I anticipated a
recipient with deep understanding and a tolerating character. This will give authenticity to your request].
Include your name and explicitly state that this letter is about your salary increase request so that there are no
surprises for anyone who might read it later on. And that gives you the greatest chance getting your salary
increase. Keep it to just two or three sentences. I look forward to continuing to play a key role within the
department, and given all of my recent accomplishments and that my salary is below industry averages, I am
confident that you will offer a salary increase that reflects these issues and my standing in the department.
Your manager already knows about this, but we need to remind them nonetheless]. Do not include any
personal insights about the salaries of coworkers: focus instead on your value in your role and your value to
the company. I'll be there for you in the hard times and I kindly ask you to stand for me in my hard times. The
example letter below is intended to be sent in hard-copy form. Joe M. In this sample salary increase letter, the
manager has met with the employee so the letter is confirming what the employee already knows. I am
currently passing through difficult times. It is strongly recommended that the discussion about the salary
increase focus on the strengths and contributions for which the organization is rewarding the employee with
the increase. Conceptualized, proposed, and produced a market research study that serves as a valuable tool for
our industry, increasing our visibility, and making it easier for our sales team to call on prospective clients.
Sample Salary Increase Request Letter If you think the time is right, below is a sample salary increase request
letter that can be used as a guideline when you write your own customized letter requesting a raise.


